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Crime and Nourishment 2017-09-15
good books don t give up all their secrets at once neither does the
island of nantucket when agnes mary clarissa christie prouty a k a
angie abandons her financé and her analyst job at a big manhattan
investment firm she doesn t expect to end up back where she started
the island of nantucket it s not every day you get a chance to open a
bookstore complete with bookmark eating cats and cantankerous great
aunts especially when your childhood friends agree to provide you with
the world s best pastries from their bakery down the street everything
goes great until one of the locals turns up dead on the fourth of july
the sound of the gunshots covered by the local fireworks display but
did it have to happen right after angie delivered a book to his home
making her a prime suspect angie and every gossip on the island
including her great aunt and her friends are on the case but trying to
discover the truth is going to take more than a simple murder
investigation someone s guilty and the deadly secret might cut closer
to home than anyone wants to admit being an amateur detective is
harder than it looks even when you ve been named after the queen of
crime this cozy mystery amateur sleuth novel is the first in the angie
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prouty nantucket mysteries series

Cooking Spirits (An Angie & Friends Food &
Spirits Mystery) 2013
culinary queen angie amalfi has put aside her gourmet utensils to
concentrate on planning her upcoming wedding to san francisco homicide
detective paavo smith what could possibly go wrong instead of the
answer to her heart s dreams she scrambles to deal with wedding
planners with bizarre ideas wedding dresses that don t flatter
squabbling relatives with hurt feelings a long suffering groom and
worries over where she and paavo will live after the wedding but all
of that pales when angie finds the perfect house for them except for
one little problem the house may be haunted many years ago the
newlyweds who lived in the house were murdered and the case was never
solved while angie pursues what happened to the couple who now may be
haunting the house paavo obsesses over his own case involving the
murder of unlikely lovers the trail leads to ghosts murders unhappy
families and enough obnoxious wedding buttinskis to fill a graveyard
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but when eerie happenings turn deadly angie fears she may be spirited
away for good

The Mystery House Series: Books 1-8 2024-01-17
three friends in their fifties renovate or visit haunted properties
and try to solve the mystery of what s tethering the ghosts they never
intended to become paranormal investigators and they get in way over
their heads but they have good hearts and they want to help the ghosts
find peace each book is a stand alone mystery that takes place in a
different u s state and is based on a true historical injustice that
occurred there read the first eight books in one set secrets of the
greek revival the case of the abandoned warehouse french quarter clues
the hidden tunnel the haunting of hoover dam the ghost of blackfeet
nation the shade of santa fe and a holiday haunting at the biltmore

Guilt by Association (Danielle Ross Mystery
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Book #1) 1991-07-01
twelve strangers one ssecret that could cost them everything can
danielle ross find the link before time runs out

Haunted Haven Mysteries 1-3 2023-11-01
enjoy this paranormal cozy mystery collection by best selling author
ada bell this three book omnibus includes haunted haven mysteries 1 3
emma thought life was weird before she found out she was a witch now
she s got some pretty cool powers a snarky yet insightful talking cat
and a fabulous mansion turned bnb complete with ghost unfinished
witchness emma is thrilled to come into her legacy not only has she
inherited stacks of money and a mansion she s got magic everything is
coming up roses until she finds her new chef dead in the kitchen and
her other employee accused of murder if she can t find the real killer
this haunted haven might never open for business risky witchness now
that emma s bed and breakfast is bustling with activity she decides to
treat herself to some r r at the local fancy spa but when she finds
another guest dead emma becomes the prime suspect she ll need the help
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of his ghost to help find the real killer before they find her open
for witchness when ben convinces emma to investigate the mysteriously
closed bar in shady grove she discovers it s being guarded by an
extremely unpleasant spirit the only way to help her friend is to
solve the mystery but the trail has been cold for decades can she
close the case and reopen the bar

The Complete Chloe Fine Psychological Suspense
Mystery Bundle (Books 1-6) 2021-05-27
next door is full of completely unexpected twists you will read it on
the edge of your chair it is blake pierce at his best another
masterpiece of suspense and mystery i highly recommend it to the
permanent library of all readers that appreciate an excellent thriller
full of psychological suspense and with a completely unexpected ending
this is the first in what promises to be another excellent series i
can hardly wait to read the sequel books and movie reviews roberto
mattos a complete bundle of books 1 6 in the chloe fine psychological
suspense mystery series by usa today bestselling author blake pierce
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whose 1 bestseller once gone book 1 a free download has received over
1 000 five star reviews fbi evidence response team intern chloe fine
27 finds herself forced to confront her past when her troubled twin
sister needs her help and when a body turns up dead in her small
suburban town chloe feels life is finally perfect as she moves back
into her home town and into her first house with her fiancé her career
with the fbi looks promising and her wedding is on the horizon but she
learns all is not as it seems in suburbia chloe begins to see the
underside the gossip the secrets the lies and finds herself haunted by
her own demons her mother s mysterious death when she was young and
her father s imprisonment as chloe s past unravels she finds herself
up against the ultimate test as she is assigned a complex murder case
can chloe solve the mysteries in her past while solving this crime and
saving her marriage and herself an emotionally wrought psychological
suspense with layered characters small town ambiance and heart
pounding suspense the chloe fine psychological suspense mystery series
a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into the
night
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The Detective Joe Ezell Mystery Boxed Set,
Books 1-3 2018-11-20
join detective joe ezell in 1940s los angeles as he solves three
murder mysteries with a woman of mysterious identity a va nurse and an
aspiring actress book 1 murder me twice joe ezell gi turned gumshoe
pays the bills by catching philandering husbands for rich dames
wanting a divorce when faye marten darkens his door she doesn t quite
fit the bill but she is willing to pay a few hours later hal marten
the man faye hired him to dog arrives asking for help the cops believe
hal murdered his now missing wife and hal wants him to prove his
innocence but the deeper joe digs the more convinced he becomes that
faye and hal aren t who they claim to be the only question is can he
prove it and solve the murder before another victim is knocked off
book 2 stairway to murder world war ii g i turned gumshoe joe ezell is
hunting a murderer a los angeles va hospital nurse has been found dead
and rn mary mcbride the love of joe s life is next has the black
dahlia killer struck again or was it one of the va hospital doctors
trying to keep a malpractice case under wraps there are too many
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suspects too few leads and lapd detective lynch is thwarting joe s
every move if joe doesn t succeed he ll never get the chance to slip a
ring on mary s finger book 3 murder on ice when aspiring actress
cookie crumble is found dead in a refrigerator in a vacant apartment
the police immediately suspect the landlord s son whose father hires
gumshoe pi joe ezell to find the true killer with a long list of
suspects from ardent fans to jealous lovers to the mobster who cookie
rebuffed joe goes undercover as an actor did cookie s dreams of silver
screen fame lead to her murder but the closer joe gets to the truth
the more likely he is to get iced publisher note the detective joe
ezell mystery series is a clean and wholesome read with no sex or
vulgar language and will be enjoyed by readers of cozy mysteries and
classic detective whodunit mysteries in the spirit of sam spade and
humphrey bogart while not a true noir or hard boiled mystery this
series captures the charm of film noir without the drugs sex or
beatings this is a wonderful series the period facts are correct the
plots interesting and the characters believable lori biever launder
charming glimpse of hollywood in the 1940 s a relaxing read even with
the murder and mayhem tree house reader ebook discovery reviewer a
gumshoe you d like to spend time with a sweet love story and a good
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mystery with a satisfying ending pete croisant ebook discovery
reviewer when at last the clues come together no one could have
imagined the bizarre outcome this is a superb whodunit melanie s ebook
discovery the detective joe ezell mystery series in order murder me
twice stairway to murder murder on ice murder on stilettos eye for
murder about the author always a passionate lover of books this new
york times bestselling author first answered a call to write in the
1980s and swiftly embarked on her own mythic journey murder on
stilettos the fourth book in her joe ezell mystery series written as p
j is her forty sixth release with more than seven million copies in
print of her historical contemporary and futuristic books written
under her own name as well as her pseudonyms cinnamon burke and p j
conn she is as enthusiastic as ever about writing a native californian
phoebe attended the university of arizona and california state
university at los angeles where she earned a ba in art history and an
ma in education her books have won romantic times reviewer s choice
awards and a nomination for storyteller of the year her futuristic
starfire rising won a romcom award as best futuristic romance of the
year she is a member of romance writers of america novelists inc and
sisters in crime she is the proud mother of two grown sons and two
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adorable grandchildren who love to have her read to them

Cash Kills 2017-07-01
a double murder a mysterious inheritance one pi is about to follow the
money all the way into a den of thieves after surviving a bullet
angelina bonaparte was certain she could handle any case that came her
way but when her next client walks through the door with an
unexplainable seven figure inheritance after the death of her parents
the private investigator wonders if she s in over her head after all
when she visits her client s family attorney angelina discovers yet
another bloody crime scene with the help of her new flame angelina
follows the clues into an underworld of war plundered artifacts stolen
treasures and deadly consequences as their last lead grows colder the
pi must catch the killer before an endless cycle of murderous greed
gets her client killed cash kills is the second book in the
suspenseful angelina bonaparte mysteries series if you like hard as
painted nails female detectives historical mysteries and twists and
turns you won t see coming then you ll love nanci rathbun s loaded
crime thriller buy cash kills to follow the money trail to a sassy
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suspenseful mystery today note this book has been previously published
with different covers please check your library to avoid purchasing it
twice

Honor Kills 2018-05-01
a missing husband a suspicious obituary she s not the only one hunting
down a dead man s footsteps as a divorcee angelina bonaparte knows
firsthand the lengths some men will go to escape responsibility when a
worried mother wants the private investigator to track down her
missing husband she s eager to bring the deadbeat dad to justice but
even after she discovers the man s obituary she refuses to believe it
until she sees the body tracking down the nurse who last saw him alive
could be the missing puzzle piece to her client s broken family but as
she digs deeper she realizes there s something darker at play than
dodging child support payments and she may not be the only one hunting
the man down to close the case and reunite her client s family she
must track down the missing husband without falling prey to the same
ruthless hunter honor kills is the third book in the captivating
angelina bonaparte mysteries series if you like bold female detectives
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edge of your seat suspense and unexpected twists then you ll love
nanci rathbun s gripping novel buy honor kills to track down a fast
paced missing persons mystery today note this book has been previously
published with different covers please check your library to avoid
purchasing it twice

Doyle Witch Mysteries 1-3 2021-04-19
the witches of doyle cozy mystery collection bound ground and down
three sisters three mysteries three love affairs the bonheim triplets
live seemingly ordinary lives hiding their magic from their neighbors
in the small mountain town of doyle california but they re caught in a
web of love magic and murders and if they don t unpuzzle these crimes
and the curse that holds their family and small town in thrall three
thrilling witch cozy mysteries packed with magic mystery and murder
perfect for fans of mercy thompson supernatural and charlaine harris
buy the doyle witch mystery collection and start reading these page
turning paranormal mysteries today spells included in the back of the
books
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Truth Kills 2021-04-20
a murdered mistress an accused mob boss can two detectives put their
differences aside to find the real killer angelina bonaparte is
starting from square one after a messy divorce the middle aged
librarian put down her books and picked up a new gig as a private
investigator when a mob boss heads to jail for his mistress murder she
has no issue with the womanizing scumbag rotting in prison but when
the suspect s pregnant wife swears his innocence angelina can t find
it in her heart to refuse the case already reluctant to get involved
her frustration grows when she s forced to work alongside ted wukowski
a homicide detective who thinks a crime scene is no place for a woman
in the search for clues along the mistress long record of broken
hearts and promises angelina s natural charm is the perfect complement
to her temporary partner s take no prisoners interrogation style and
before long she and ted can feel their grudging respect transform into
an undeniable attraction to solve the case and catch the murderer the
pi and the cop must learn to trust each other completely before an
innocent man goes to jail for a crime he didn t commit truth kills is
the first book in the suspenseful angelina bonaparte mysteries series
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if you like fierce female detectives unlikely partners and nail biting
whodunits then you ll love nanci rathbun s gripping crime thriller buy
truth kills today and ride along with a hard hitting detective who s
not afraid to reinvent herself note this e book has been previously
published with different covers please check your library to avoid
purchasing it twice

Blood Kills 2019-12-12
a murdered metal sculptor a russian mobster on the hunt can a talented
pi outsmart a vindictive killer who has her in his crosshairs private
investigator angelina bonaparte can barely contain her excitement
thrilled to reunite with her homicide detective boyfriend after a
mandated separation of two years seven months and fourteen days she s
preparing every detail for his return but she s forced to put passion
on the back burner when she discovers a local artist brutally slain
when the victim s last will and testament shockingly predicts his
death the seasoned sleuth ignores her lover s warnings and digs into
the artist s treacherous links with the russian mob but with the
culprit still on the loose and the evidence not matching up angie s
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life could be snuffed out by the ultimate criminal mastermind is angie
s romantic reunion in danger of being fatally cut short blood kills is
the spine tingling fourth tale in the angelina bonaparte mysteries
thriller series if you like riveting twists blossoming love affairs
and pulse pounding close calls then you ll adore nanci rathbun s high
octane story

Lake District Mysteries - Books 1, 2, 3
2023-11-11
rebecca tope does what she does best she gathers a cast of lively
characters and a few red herrings or not as the case may be and weaves
them all into a nicely tangled plot against the glorious background of
the lakes mystery people following a personal tragedy florist
persimmon simmy brown has moved to the beautiful lake district to be
nearer her parents things are going well and simmy is content to lose
herself in her work until she finds herself at the heart of a murder
investigation includes the first three instalments in the lake
district mysteries the windermere witness the ambleside alibi the
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coniston case

Murder is a Dirty Business 2017-01-01
between hot flashes and divorce papers a middle aged woman considers
her outlook on life when she butts heads with a hot detective during a
murder investigation when cece cavanaugh s husband empties their joint
bank account steals her designer luggage and runs off with a younger
woman cece must decide whether to ask her manipulative mother in law
for a handout or get a job choosing the easier path cece lands a job
cleaning a crime scene where a high school coach was murdered when his
wife is implicated a young woman cece practically raised cece finds
herself mopping floors balancing an empty checkbook and ferreting out
a killer amid all this messy business cece bumps heads with a handsome
detective she tries to ignore her growing attraction to the detective
but he gives new meaning to the term hot flash after she stumbles onto
a clue that could vindicate her friend her elation turns to panic when
she haphazardly confronts the killer through the danger and romance
cece discovers self reliance and inner strength and that crime at
least someone else s does pay the bills
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In Search of the Fog Zombie 2021-05-25
audisee ebooks with audio combine professional narration and sentence
highlighting to engage reluctant readers when campers arrive at camp
dakota rumors start flying the fog zombie is on the prowl moaning and
creeping through the thick fog that often settles on the lake at first
the kids don t believe the rumors until they find mysterious clues
leading to the zombie can the campers track down the fog zombie with
their science smarts or will it find them first look in the back of
the book for experiments and more to help you become a science
detective too

The Complete Riley Paige Mystery Bundle (Books
1-17) 2020-08-07
a dynamic story line that grips from the first chapter and doesn t let
go midwest book review diane donovan regarding once gone a masterpiece
of thriller and mystery the author did a magnificent job developing
characters with a psychological side that is so well described that we
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feel inside their minds follow their fears and cheer for their success
the plot is very intelligent and will keep you entertained throughout
the book full of twists this book will keep you awake until the turn
of the last page books and movie reviews roberto mattos re once gone a
complete bundle of books 1 17 in the riley paige mystery series by usa
today bestselling author blake pierce once gone book 1 in the series a
free download has received over 1 000 five star reviews women are
turning up dead in the rural outskirts of virginia killed in grotesque
ways and when the fbi is called in they are stumped a serial killer is
out there his frequency increasing and they know there is only one
agent good enough to crack this case special agent riley paige riley
is on paid leave herself recovering from her encounter with her last
serial killer and fragile as she is the fbi is reluctant to tap her
brilliant mind yet riley needing to battle her own demons comes on
board and her hunt leads her through the disturbing subculture of doll
collectors into the homes of broken families and into the darkest
canals of the killer s mind as riley peels back the layers she
realizes she is up against a killer more twisted than she could have
imagined in a frantic race against time she finds herself pushed to
her limit her job on the line her own family in danger and her fragile
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psyche collapsing yet once riley paige takes on a case she will not
quit it obsesses her leading her to the darkest corners of her own
mind blurring the lines between hunter and hunted after a series of
unexpected twists her instincts lead her to a shocking climax that
even riley could not have imagined as riley takes on case after case
diving deeper into the depths of the darkest minds she wonders how far
she can go before she loses her own sanity a dark thriller with heart
pounding suspense the riley paige mystery bundle comprises 17 books
that will leave you enthralled and shocked book after book and leave
you guessing and turning pages late into the night

Lucie Rizzo Mystery Series Box Set 1 2016-05-26
this box set includes dog collar crime knocked off limbo and boosted
dog collar crime out of work and down on her luck lucie rizzo is
forced to do the one thing she s long avoided come home to her nutty
mob infested family a move that brings her back into the tempting arms
of frankie falcone the smoldering italian ex who s no stranger to
living with the mob when lucie parlays her temporary dog walking gig
into a legit career frankie becomes her number one supporter suddenly
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shaking her mob princess reputation doesn t seem so crazy until three
of her clients are dogjacked despite help from the on again off again
mr fix it in her life lucie is thrown into a criminal conspiracy
straight out of a gangster movie one that if she s not careful could
leave her sleeping with the fishes knocked off being stuck in the old
neighborhood is the last thing reluctant mob princess lucie rizzo
wants with her new business on the verge of success bada bing she s
ready to go from unemployed to entrepreneur lucie s determined to make
a name for herself one not tarnished by her dad s mobster rep so when
an art deal she brokered between clients turns suspicious it s up to
lucie to uncover the truth she might not know the difference between
monet and manet but rizzos are no strangers to jail time and lucie
refuses to be someone s prison bitch unless that someone is a tall
blond and irish cop detective tim o brien might be on the wrong side
of the law by rizzo standards but everything about him is oh so right
he s not shy about making lucie feel wanted mafia ties and all even
joining her crack or crackpot team on the trail of two paintings with
equally shady origins limbo lucie rizzo s life is complicated she s
worked hard to grow a legit business and leave behind the mob princess
reputation now her mobster father is on parole making things awkward
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at home especially with her detective boyfriend and thanks to an
inescapable penchant for trouble lucie keeps stumbling into the wrong
crime at the wrong time but what could go wrong at a dog show it s the
perfect venue for lucie to score visibility for her brand and some
quality time with sexy irish cop tim o brien until her favorite client
is snatched by a mystery woman this broad messed with the wrong hot
blooded family no one steals from a rizzo and lucie and her zany
sidekicks will do anything to take back what s theirs boosted mob
princess turned entrepreneur lucie rizzo knows that when you hit rock
bottom the only way to go is up despite her family s unshakable
criminal reputation lucie s new business is booming and for once her
love life isn t far behind lucie devotes her days to building the coco
barknell brand but her nights are all about roguishly sexy tim o brien
at least they will be if she and detective o hottie finally take their
relationship to the next level but bring an irish cop home to her
mobster father fuggetaboutit then lucie s knack for finding trouble
lands her in hot water and the six o clock news someone s absconded
with a million dollar piece of cinematic costume history with lucie
the only witness to the crime not to mention the prime suspect to
clear her name she ll need an assist from her entire wacky crew
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friends family and future hopefully lover

Riley Paige Mystery Bundle: Once Gone (#1),
Once Taken (#2) and Once Craved (#3) 2017-08-10
a bundle of books 1 once gone 2 once taken and 3 once craved in blake
pierce s riley paige mystery series a 1 bestseller with over 350 five
star reviews this bundle offers the first three books in one
convenient file and offers a great introduction to the series with
over 200 000 words of reading in once gone women are turning up dead
in the rural outskirts of virginia killed in grotesque ways and when
the fbi is called in they are stumped a serial killer is out there his
frequency increasing and they know there is only one agent good enough
to crack this case special agent riley paige riley is on paid leave
herself recovering from her encounter with her last serial killer and
fragile as she is the fbi is reluctant to tap her brilliant mind yet
riley needing to battle her own demons comes on board and her hunt
leads her through the disturbing subculture of doll collectors into
the homes of broken families and into the darkest canals of the killer
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s mind as riley peels back the layers she realizes she is up against a
killer more twisted than she could have imagined in once taken women
are being murdered in upstate new york their bodies found mysteriously
hanging in chains with the fbi called in given the bizarre nature of
the murders and the lack of any clues there is only one agent they can
turn to special agent riley paige riley reeling from her last case is
reluctant to take on a new one since she is still convinced a former
serial killer is out there stalking her she knows though that her
ability to enter a serial killer s mind and her obsessive nature is
what will be needed to crack this case and she just can t refuse even
if it will push her over the edge in once craved when prostitutes turn
up dead in phoenix not much attention is paid but when a pattern of
disturbing murders is discovered the local police soon realize a
serial killer is on a rampage and they are in way over their heads
given the unique nature of the crimes the fbi called in knows they
will need their most brilliant mind to crack the case special agent
riley paige riley recovering from her last case and trying to pick up
the pieces of her life is at first reluctant but when she learns of
the grievous nature of the crimes and realizes the killer will soon
strike again she is compelled she begins her hunt for the elusive
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killer and her obsessive nature takes her too far perhaps too far this
time to pull herself back from the brink dark psychological thrillers
with heart pounding suspense the riley paige mysteries are a riveting
new series with a beloved new character that will leave you turning
pages late into the night

Bad Move 2024-01-16
zack walker mystery 1 zack walker is a writer with an overactive
imagination and two teenage children after a murder on their street he
uproots his family from the city insisting it s for their own good and
heads for the security of the suburbs however his peaceful new life is
soon shattered when he finds a body while out walking by the creek
zack recognizes the dead man and knows who his killer might be things
go from bad to worse as zack follows a trail of deceit that leads
right to his front door to protect his family and so he doesn t get
framed for a crime he didn t commit he s going to have to track down
the killer himself suddenly the suburbs are not looking nearly so safe
linwood barclay s debut novels available for the first time in the uk
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EARL DERR BIGGERS Ultimate Collection: 20+
Mystery Novels, Detective Tales & Short
Stories, Including the Charlie Chan Series
(Illustrated) 2012-08-22
this carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents the charlie chan series the
house without a key the chinese parrot behind that curtain the black
camel charlie chan carries on keeper of the keys other novels seven
keys to baldpate love insurance inside the lines the agony column
second floor mystery fifty candles short stories the ebony stick
moonlight at the crossroads selling miss minerva the heart of the loaf
possessions the dollar chasers idle hands the girl who paid dividends
a letter to australia nina and the blemish broadway broke earl derr
biggers 1884 1933 was an american novelist and playwright best known
for his mystery novels his first novel seven keys to baldpate was a
major success and it was adapted into several movies and plays even
greater success came with his series of detective novels featuring
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chinese american detective charlie chan many of his novels were made
into movies

Glory Be! (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Cozy
Mystery, Book 1) 2019-06-28
an unexpected windfall had greedy church choir members seeing green
taking sides and preparing for battle

January Justice - A Yacht Yenta Mystery
2010-12-31
farley halladay is a 50 ish widow who went to sea lost her husband and
is now landlocked yet she sails the seven seas thanks to her online
yacht booking business as the yacht yenta it s too bad murders keep
getting in the way as a former cook on corporate yachts farley shares
her recipes at boatcook blogspot com keywords cozy mystery widow
sailing caribbean florida cruising boating caregiver retirement
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Mystery Women, Volume Three (Revised)
2011-10-07
like other fictional characters female sleuths may live in the past or
the future they may represent current times with some level of reality
or shape their settings to suit an agenda there are audiences for both
realism and escapism in the mystery novel it is interesting however to
compare the fictional world of the mystery sleuth with the world in
which readers live of course mystery readers do not share one
simplistic world they live in urban suburban and rural areas as do the
female heroines in the books they read they may choose a book because
it has a familiar background or because it takes them to places they
long to visit readers may be rich or poor young or old conservative or
liberal so are the heroines what incredible choices there are today in
mystery series this three volume encyclopedia of women characters in
the mystery novel is like a gigantic menu like a menu the descriptions
of the items that are provided are subjective volume 3 of mystery
women as currently updated adds an additional 42 sleuths to the 500
plus who were covered in the initial volume 3 these are more recently
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discovered sleuths who were introduced during the period from january
1 1990 to december 31 1999 this more than doubles the number of
sleuths introduced in the 1980s 298 of whom were covered in volume 2
and easily exceeded the 347 series and some outstanding individuals
described in volume 1 which covered a 130 year period from 1860 1979
it also includes updates on those individuals covered in the first
edition changes in status short reviews of books published since the
first edition through december 31 2008

Mimosas, Magnolias, and Murder 2018-10-09
cece wants a day of self care mother daughter time and anything but
her ex husband s wedding but wedding it is as she tries to sneak the
groom s forgotten ring to her daughter before the ceremony her plan
for a quick escape from the venue is thwarted when she discovers a
body and a garden full of suspects including her former mother in law
with the cavanaugh name in danger of being dragged through the
wickford rumor mill cece s ex reluctantly asks her to investigate the
suspicious death and put the gossip to rest cece agrees if he ll pay
off her van and save her housekeeper s job the new detective in
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wickford and missed phone calls from her boyfriend alder create more
trouble for cece as she questions suspects and gathers clues not just
for the murder but trying to figure out what is up with her missing
boyfriend and his elusive voice mails every moment is precious because
the longer it takes for cece to clear the family name the more likely
her ex is to back out of their deal in a desperate attempt to end cece
s snooping the killer sets a trap to silence her will cece s hope for
justice and a paid off van go up in flames

The Adventurers - The Mystery of the Magical
Crystal 2007-08-01
angie ant is nine ant years old and an orphan who lives at hillside
orphanage she created a club named the adventurers with her two best
friends henry and bertha angie discovers a mysterious magical crystal
heart which holds secrets from the past the adventurers are sprung
into a world wind adventure to find angie s mother and save the black
knight colony from the ruthless elders vincent rupert and olivia the
golden rose and wisdom tree are said to be found on the land above it
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is a journey that will change angie s life forever the adventurers
must realize that even though they are little they can accomplish
enormous things

The Locked Tomb Mystery 2008-08-01
four classic stories by the new york times bestselling grandmaster of
mystery each paired with an incisive new introduction a thriller
writer is embroiled in a real life whodunit when a friend drops dead
with her hatpin impaled in his back the violation of a sealed west
bank tomb its rock walls intact provides a thebes investigator with a
mystifying conundrum two sisters take shelter in a shuttered old house
at the end of a country road only to discover they re not alone and
the author s most beloved characters amelia peabody and radcliff
emerson make an appearance in a newly uncovered tale with a witty nod
to sherlock holmes settle in with this quartet of short stories now
available for the first time in a single volume from one of the most
popular mystery writers of all time the locked tomb mystery and other
stories features a preface and introductions to each story by mystery
authors tasha alexander juliet blackwell and daniel stashower and
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egyptologist salima ikram

The Dogs that Follow Their Detective Dreams #
2: the Mystery of the Stolen Gemstones
2008-04-14
if you ve read the first book of the dogs that follow their detective
dreams you ll enjoy this one after the eight dogs find a new home they
have to solve a mystery for the first time while california s famous
sleuths are away on vacation it s up to these puppies to step up and
save the county their town s local museum has been robbed but not long
ago the musuem was robbed of some valuables and restored by the feline
k9 companions it is about time that these eight dogs learn more about
the past of the museum s first robbery before dealing with the second
but trouble awaits and these pups are about to take some pretty
dangerous risks without a doubt hopefully they will solve safely and
save the county or will these plans interfere learn how a first
experience may lead you more than where you expect to go
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Who Spiked the Eggs? 2012-03-03
detective angie taylor has a puzzler on her hands when a couple
vanishes into thin air leaving behind their money credit cards phones
and a half eaten breakfast on the surface it appears that ronald and
jessica thornton were interrupted in the middle of their meal but
appearances can be deceiving were the thorntons really abducted or is
something else going on find out in the first angie taylor mystery who
spiked the eggs is a 14 000 word cozy mystery perfect for your daily
commute the beach or a rainy day keywords mystery cozy mystery women
sleuths detective mystery series short reads whodunit

The Mystery Fancier 2002
a bibliography of various mystery novels published between november
1976 and fall 1992
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A Black Tie Affair and Other Mystery Stories
2015-03-24
classic murder mystery plots reminiscent of agatha christie and ellery
queen kirkus discoveries the writing is assured and lively and the
logic is credible barbara kay national post columnist opera singer and
part time sleuth philippa beary returns in the second of a series of
lighthearted mystery books featuring the beary family in a black tie
affair and other mystery stories philippa together with her feisty
city councillor father and her detective inspector brother foils would
be criminals in a variety of settings in the title story set against
the backdrop of the world of professional singing bertram beary
thwarts the poisoning of a beautiful prima donna during a new year s
eve gala performance of die fledermaus in the mephisto waltz jump
rivalry between two young champions at the skating rink results in a
catastrophic accident or was it an accident and an abandoned dog
becomes the key to the unravelling of a deadly plot in a grim ferry
tale with subjects that range from political controversies to
disasters at the christmas pantomime these nine intriguing stories
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will challenge mystery lovers everywhere

Mystery Midrash 2023-11-11
confront murder mayhem and your own mysteries of being from a
corporate giant s kidnapping of a rabbi to the disappearance of the
clarinetist in a klezmer band to four rabbis use of their text
interpretation skills to help a detective solve a murder that one of
them has committed this unique collection of mysteries will enlighten
you at the same time it intrigues and entertains while featuring
enough death and deception to keep the detective protagonists on their
toes each story presents the uncertainties that are a part of
contemporary jewish identity inviting us all to confront our own
mysteries of being throughout the stories tangled puzzles and
suspenseful adventures the characters solve not only the whodunit type
mysteries but also struggle to solve the mystery of their spiritual
lives mystery midrash will be a lasting delight for mystery buffs of
all faith traditions
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TV Guide 2022-12-27
hard boiled breakfasts thrilling entrees cozy desserts and more this
illustrated cookbook features more than 100 recipes from legendary
mystery authors whether you re planning a sinister dinner party or
whipping up some comfort food perfect for a day of writing you ll find
plenty to savor in this cunning collection full color photography is
featured throughout along with mischievous sidebars revealing the
links between food and foul play recipes include mary higgins clark s
celebratory giants game night chili harlan coben s myron s crabmeat
dip nelson demille s male chauvinist pigs in a blanket lee child s
coffee pot of one gillian flynn s beef skillet fiesta sue grafton s
kinsey millhone s famous peanut butter and pickle sandwich charlaine
harris s very unsophisticated supper dip james patterson s grandma s
killer chocolate cake louise penny s madame benoît s tourtière scott
turow s innocent frittata
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The Mystery Writers of America Cookbook
2014-12-16
a former friend a runaway mother and a dead body threaten to spoil a
middle aged woman s plan for a low key family thanksgiving cece
cavanaugh s latest job recommendation comes from a former friend a
woman who turned her back when cece needed her friendship most
cleaning a flooded school is a big job and cece needs money for
thanksgiving dinner but when she finds herself ankle deep in mud
checking the pulse of her friend s ex husband the job takes an
unexpected turn and ensures the arrival of hunky detective case alder
with her divorce from her trust fund husband just days away cece is
determined to keep her emotions in check that s hard when tensions are
high and alder is determined to keep cece out of harm s way as cece
cleans the school she learns more about the suspects teachers and
staff present the day of the murder as she gathers evidence the killer
closes in on his next target to compound her problems cece s elderly
mother arrives in wickford baggage in hand and still cece isn t ready
for thanksgiving dinner despite a threatening note a series of false
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leads and wrangling her runaway mother cece narrows down the suspects
but will the killer seal her fate before cece can solve the case

Pensions, Tensions, and Homicide 2008-02
bestselling author collection reader favorite romances in collectible
volumes from our bestselling authors tangled threat by new york times
bestselling author heather graham a body hanging from the infamous
history tree and a wrongful murder charge unraveled maura antrim and
brock mcgovern s teenage love now grown up maura is again tangled up
with brock and they re back in florida where that devastating murder
occurred with two women missing and brock now an fbi agent the pair
are determined to help investigate the new crimes and uncover the
truth of what really happened twelve years ago and see if their
passion has withstood the test of time free bonus story included in
this volume hijacked bride by new york times bestselling author b j
daniels when angie grant is declared dead jack donovan is determined
to prove her husband is the murderer but then jack begins catching
glimpses of angie around town will jack get a second chance with the
woman he loves or is someone orchestrating the ultimate revenge
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previously published

Tangled Threat & Hijacked Bride 2017-09-07
created around the world and available only on the internet television
series are independently produced mostly low budget shows that often
feature talented but unknown performers typically financed through
online crowd funding they are produced with borrowed equipment and
volunteer casts and crews and viewers find them through word of mouth
or by chance the second in a first ever set of books cataloging
internet television series this volume covers in depth the drama and
mystery genres with detailed entries on 405 shows from 1996 through
july 2014 in addition to casts credits and story lines each entry
provides a website commentary and episode descriptions index of
performers and personnel are included

Internet Drama and Mystery Television Series,
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1996äóñ2014 2015-05-19
zack walker mystery 2 much to his family s relief stay at home writer
zack walker finally gets a job outside of the house surely becoming a
journalist will keep his overactive imagination in check now in full
time employment zack s protective instincts must work over time to
keep his kids safe from dangers real and imagined but while writing
his feature article zack stumbles into the centre of a web of murder
and deceit what seems like a tragic accidental hit and run may
actually be a far darker crime and zack will find himself in the dark
about who the good guys are what the bad guys want and what he s
started to uncover the unlikely detective zack walker returns in this
mystery thriller from the dark and witty mind of bestselling author
linwood barclay this is the first time that linwood s debut series is
available in the uk

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007
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2014-08-01
in the start of a charmingly imaginative cozy series sure to delight
fans of carolyn hart and diane mott davidson diane stingley introduces
a blundering detective who believes herself to be the great great
granddaughter of the legendary sherlock holmes after failing to launch
her career as a hollywood actress tammy norman returns home to north
carolina desperate for a regular paycheck and a new lease on life so
she accepts a position assisting shirley homes an exceptionally odd
personage who styles herself after her celebrated ancestor right down
to the ridiculous hat tammy isn t sure how long she can go on
indulging the delusional shirley who honestly believes sherlock holmes
was a real person but with the prospect of unemployment looming she
decides to give it a shot tammy s impression of her eccentric boss
does not improve when their first case involves midnight romps through
strangers yards in pursuit of a phantom dog that only their client can
hear but when the case takes a sudden and sinister turn tammy has to
admit that shirley homes might actually be on to something praise for
the case of the invisible dog a protagonist with panache stars in a
delightful twist on the sherlockian tradition this dazzling series
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debut is sheer fun carolyn hart bestselling author of the death on
demand series and winner of the agatha anthony and macavity awards
crazy like a fox shirley homes is the funniest sleuth i ve read in
years and she s sure to steal the reader s heart as she did mine in
diane stingley s fresh fabulous and fast paced the case of the
invisible dog the game s definitely afoot sarah graves bestselling
author of the home repair is homicide series hold on to your
deerstalker as shirley homes channels her great great grandfather and
leads you and her own watson on a crazy ride that is investigation
looking for both an invisible dog and a murderer woof marty wingate
author of the garden plot

Bad Guys
it s space week at camp dakota the first team to answer three
astronomy riddles will get to attend a top secret big event with space
ace angie leading them team astro explorers is a shoo in for first
place so why is team star troopers solving the riddles first the astro
explorers had better think fast if they want the big prize look in the
back of the book for experiments and more to help you become a science
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detective too

The Case of the Invisible Dog

Great Space Case
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